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Answer to Chapter Opening Question ? 
When an electron in cne of these particles---cal quantum dots
mikes a transition from an excited level to a lower level, it entita a 
photon whose energy is equal to the difference in energy between 
the leve1s. The smaller the quantum dot, the larger the mcrsY spacing 
between levels and hence the shartcr (bluer) the wavelmgth of the 
emitted photons. See Example 40.4 (Section 40.2) f01' more details. 

Answers to Test Your Understanding Questions 
40.1 Aluwer: (T) Our derivation of the stationary-state wave 
functions for a particle in • box shows that they are superpositions of 
waves propagating in opposite directions, just like a standing wave 
on • string. One wave has momenlllm in the positive x-direction, 
while the other wave has an equal magnitude of IIlOIIlC!lIum. in the 
negative x-direction. The total x-i:omponent of momentum is zero. 
40.2 Answer (1) The energy levels are IUTaJI8Cd. as shown in 
Fig. 40.8b if Uo = 6E •• wh«e E., = 'filA'l/'lmI} :is the ground-

level energy of an infinite well. If the well width L is reduced to l 
of itll initial value, E. inCI'CIL!CS by a factor of 4 and so Uo:must also 
increase by a factor of 4. The energies E1, E;, and ~ shown in 
FIg. 4O.8b /lIe all specific fracti.ons of Uo, so they will also increue 
by a factor of 4. 
4O.l Answer::ra Figure 40.13 shows a possible wave :function 
",(x) for tunneling; !ince ",(x) is not zero within the barrier 
(0 :S X :S L), there is some probshility t1W: the pl11icle cm be 
found there. 
40A Aanrer. ("Ii) If the second photon ha!I a longer wavelength 
and hence lower energy than the first photon, the difference in 
energy between the tim and secood excited levels must be less 
than the diffemu:e between the ground level and the first excited 
leve1 Thia is the case for the hydrogen atom, for which the energy 
difference between levels decreases as the energy increases (see 
FIg. 38.9). By contrast, the energy di:ffeImce between successive 
levels incrcascs for a particle in a box (see Fig. 4O.4b) and is con
stant for a hannonic oscillator (see Fig. 40.18). 

PROBLEMS For instructor-assigned homework, go to www.lNIsteringphysics.com iS 

Discussion Questions 
Q40.1. Far the particle in a box, we chose k = mr/L with 
11 = 1,2, 3, ••• to fit the boundary condition that '" = 0 at x = L. 
However, 11 = 0, -1, -2, -3, ... also satisfy that boundary con
dition. Why didn't we also choose those values of 111 
Q4I.2. If '" is normalized, what is the physical significance of the 
area under a graph of 1",,1 2 versus x between Xl and~? What is the 
total area under the graph of I", 12 when all x are included? Explain. 
Q4O.1 For a particle in • box, what would the probability distribu
tion:function 11/1 12 look like if the particle behaved like a classical 
(Newtonian) particle? Do the actual. probability distnbutions 
approach this clusical form when n is very large? Explain. 
Q4OA. In Chapter 1!5 we represented a standing wave as a super
position of two waves traveling in opposite directions. Can the 
wave :functions for a pl11icle in a box also be thought of as a com
bination of two traveling waves? Why or why not? What physical 
interpretation does this representation have? Explain. 
Q4O.5. A particle in a box is in the ground level. What is the prob
ability of finding the pl11icle in the right half of the box? (Rder to 
Fig. 4O.!5, but don't evaluate an integral) Is the 8D!WCI" the same if 
the particle is in an excited level? Explain. 
Q4O..I. The wave functions for a particle in a box (see Fig. 4O.!5a) 
are zero at certain points. Does this mean thai the particle can't 
move past one of these points? Explain. 
Q40.1. For a particle confined to an infinite square well, is it cor
rect to say that each state of definite energy is also a state of defi
nite wavelength? Is it also a state of definite momentum? Explain. 
(Hint: Remember that momentum is a vector.) 
Q4O.I. For a particle in a finite potential well, is it correct to say 
that each bound state of definite energy is also a state of definite 
wavelength? Is it alrtBic of definite momentum? Explain. 

Q40.1. Equation 4O.1!5 gives the timc-dependcnt wave :functions 
for a pl11icle in a boL How can a wave function that has both a 
real part and an imaginary part describe the position (a real num
ber) of a pl11icle? 
Q40.1D. In Fig. 4O.Sb, the probability:function is zero at the points 
x = 0 and x = 1.. the "walls" of the box. Does this mean that the 
particle never strikes the walls? Explain. 
Q40.11. Aperticle is confined to a finite potential well in the region 
o < x < L. How does the area undc:l" the graph of 11/1 12 in the 
region 0 < x < L compare to the total arca under the graph of 1 'IW 
when including all possible x? 
Q40.12. Compare the wave functions for the first three energy lev
els for a particle in a box of width L (see Fig. 4O.Sa) to the c0rre

sponding wave functions for a finite potential well of the same 
width (see Fig. 4O.8a). How does the wavelength in the interval 
o s x s L for the 11 = 1 level of the particle in a box compare to 
the COlTCSponding wavelength for the 11 = 1 level of the finite 
potential well? Usc this to explain why El is less t:lum E. in the sit
uation depicted in Fig. 4O.8b. 
Q40.13. It is stated in Section 40.2 that a finite potential well 
always has at lcaat one bound level. no matter how shallow the 
well. Does this mean that lIS Uo""" 0, El ....,. O? Does this violate the 
Heisenberg uncertainly principle? Explain. 
Q40.M. Figure 4O.8a shows that the h:i.gher the eneIgy of a bound 
state for a finite potential well, the more the wave function extends 
outside the well (into the inl:e£vals x < 0 and x > L). Explain why "",,,-. 
Q40.15. In c1.al!sical (Newtonian) mcclumics, the total eneIXY E of 
a particle can never be less than the potential energy U because the 
kinetic energy K cannot be negative. Yet in barrier tunneling (see 
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1396 CHAPTER 40 Quantum Mechanics 

Section 40.3) a particle passes through regions where E is less than 
U. Ia this a contradiction? Explain. 
Q40.II. FiguIe 40.10 shows the scanning tunneling microscope 
image of 48 iron atoms placed on a copper surface, the pattern 
indicating the dmIsity of electromi on the copper surface. What can 
yon infer about the potentiaI-energy function inside the circle of 
iron atoms? 
Q40.17. Qnalitati.vely. bow would you apect the probability for a 
particle to tunnel through a potential barrier to depend on the 
height of the barrier? Explain. 
Q40.II. The wave function shown in Fig. 40.13 is nonzero fOl' both 
x < 0 and x > L. Docs this mean that the parti.cle splits into two 
parts when it strikes the barrier. with one part tunneling through 
the barrier and the other part bouncing off the barrier? Explain. 
Q40.II. The probability distributions fOl' the harmonic oscillator 
wave functions (see Figs. 40.20 and 40.21) begin to resemble the 
classical (Newtonian) probability distribution when the quantum 
number n becomes large. Would the distributions 'become the same 
as in the classical cage in the limit of very large II? Explain. 
Q40.20. In Fig. 40.21, how does the probability of:finding a parti
cle in the center half of the region -A < x < A COII1pBl'e to the 
probability of finding the particle in the outer half of the region? Is 
this consistent with the Jilysk:al. intcrprctati.on of the situation? 
Q40.21. Compare the allowed energy levels for the hydrogen atom. 
the particle in a box, and the harmonic oscillator. What are the val
ues of the quantum number 11 fOl' the ground level and the second 
acited level of each system? 
Q40.22. In the hydrogen atom the potential-energy function 
depends only on distance r from the nucleus. not on direction; that 
is. it is spherically symmetric. Would you expect all the comspon
ding wave functions for the electron in the hydrogen atom to be 
spherically symmetric? Explain. 
Q40.D. Sketch the wave function for the potential-energy well 
shown in F'J.g. 40.24 when El is less than Uo and when Es is greater 
than Uo. 

Figure 4G.24 Question Q40.23. 
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Exercises 
Section 40.1 Particle in a Box 
40.1. Ground·LeTeJ. BUHards. (a) Fmd the lowest energy level 
for a particle in a box if the particle is a billiard ball (m = 0.2Okg) 
and the box has a width of 1.5 m. the size of a billiard table. 
(Assume that the billiard ball slides without friction raihcr than 
rolls. That is, ignore the rotational kinetic energy.) (b) Since the 
en«gy in part (a) is aU kinetic, to what spced. does this correspond? 
How much time would it take at this speed for the bell to move 
from one side of the table to the other? (c) What is the diffCIe11CC in 
energy between the 11 - 2 and 11 - 1 levels? (d) Are quantum
mechanical effects important for the game of billiards? 
40~ A proton is in a box of width L. What must the width of the 
box be for the ground-level eneIBY to be 5.0 MeV. a typical value 

for the energy with which the particles in a nucleus are bound? 
Compare your result to the size of a nucleu!---that is. on the order 
of to-14 m. 
40.3. Fmd the width L of a one-dimcnsional box that would cor
respond to the absolute value of the ground state of a hydrogen .-4OA. When a hydrogen atom undergoes a transition from the 
11 = 2 to the n = 1 level. a photon with A = 122 nm is emitted. (a) 
If the atom is modeled as an electron in a one-dimensional box, 
what is the width of the box in order fOl' the 11 - 2 to n - 1 transi
tion to correspond to emission of a photon of this enetgy? (b) For a 
box with the width calculated in part (a). what is the ground-state 
energy? How does this comspond to the ground-state energy of a 
hydrogen atom? (c) Do you think a one-dimensional box is a good 
model for a hydrogen atom? Explain. (Hint: Compare the spacing 
between adjacent energy levels as a function of 11.) 

40.5. A certain atom requires 3.0 eV of energy to excite an elec
tron from the ground level to the first acited level. Model the 
atom as an electron in a box and find the width L of the box. 
40.6. Recall that I ~ FZ ax is the probability of finding the particle 
that has normalized wave function ~(x) in the interval x to 
x + dx. Consider a particle in a box with rigid walls at x = 0 and 
x = L. Let the pmticle be in the ground level and use!/lR as given 
in Eg. (40.13). (a) For whkh values of x. if any. in the range: from 0 
to L is the probahility of finding the particle u:ro? (b) FOl' whkh 
values of x is the probability highest? (c) In parts (a) and (b) are 
your answers consistent with FIg. 4O.8? Explain. 
40.1. Repeat Exercise 40.6 for the particle in the first excited level. 
40.1. (~ow that ~ = Asinh is a IIOlution to Eg. (40.3) if 
k - V2mE/A. (b) Explain wby this is an acceptable wave function 
fOl' a particle in a box with rigid walls at x - 0 and x - L only if k 
is an integer multiple of '"IL. 
40." (a) Repeat Exercise 40.8 fOl' '" = Acosh. (b) Explain why 
this cannot be an acceptable wave function for a particle in a box 
with rigid walls at x - 0 and x - L no matter what the value of k. 
40.10. (a) Find the excitation energy from the ground level to the 
third excited level fOl' an clcctron confined to a box that has a 
width of 0.125 DID. (b) The electron IIUlkes a transition from the 
11 = 1 to n = 4 level by absmbing a photon. Calculate the wave
length of this photon. 
40.11. An electron is in a box of width 3.0 X to-10 m. What are 
the de Broglie wavelength and the magnitude of the momentum of 
the electron if it is in (a) the n = 1 level; (b) the n = 2 level; 
(c) the n = 3 level? In each case how does the wavclengtb com
pare to the width of the box? 
40.12. Show that the timc-dependent wave function given by 
Eg. (40.15) is a solution to the one-dimensional Scbr6dinger equa
tion, Eg. (40.1). 

Section 40.2 Potential Wells 
40.13. (a) Show that ~ = Asinh. where k is a constant, is not a 
solution of Eg. (40.1) for U - Uo and E < Uo. 9 (b) Is this ~ a 
solution for E > Uo? 
40.14. An electron is moving past the square well shown in 
Fig. 40.6. The electron has energy E = 3Uo. What is the ratio of 
the de Broglie wavelength of the electron in the region x > L to 
the wavelength for 0 < x < L? 
40.15. An electron is bound in a square well of depth Uo - 6E • • 
What is the width of the well if its ground-state energy is 2.00 eV? 
40.11. An electron is bound in a square well of width 1.50 nm and 
depth Uo = 6E ... If the ekctron is initially in the ground level and 
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